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CUE Evaluation 

! This course is being evaluated because the course head 
has requested that the course be included in the CUE 
Guide. As you complete the questionnaire, please be 
aware that your responses serve a dual audience:
! Your responses to all questions provide the basis for the 

write-ups in the CUE Guide
! Your responses also provide feedback to instructors. Course 

heads receive course-wide statistics and photocopies of both 
sides of the forms after the submission of final grades. Your 
responses are taken very seriously by faculty and section 
leaders as they consider possible modifications to their 
courses



CUE Evaluation

! Please fill out the forms correctly. We cannot correct 
mistakes. If possible, use pencil; otherwise use black 
or blue ink. Do not use red pen – the scanner cannot 
read red

! Please fill in the appropriate circle for your instructor, 
section leader, or course assistant, even if there is only 
one in the course



What We Did Last Time

! Discussed ideal lens and lens formula
! Ideal lens bends light by
! Such a lens create an image at distance given by
! Analyzed magnifying glass and microscope

! Introduced matrix technique
! Light ray = vector [y, y’]
! Lenses and the space between them
! Optical device is a product of matrices
! Area occupied by light in the y-y’ plane is conserved

! Liouville’s theorem
! Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle
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Goals for Today

! We’ve done (nearly) everything on the syllabus
! Let’s relax and talk about curiosities

! Discuss coherence of light
! Perfectly coherent light " Laser

! Holography
! White (incoherent) light
! Light with finite length

! Photon and wave packet



Coherent Light

! We studied diffraction, interference, etc. for 
monochromatic light
! Plane waves
! Spherical waves from an

oscillating charge

! E (or B) field in the entire space share phase
! Waves arriving from all possible paths are synchronized
! They can interfere with each other

! These are perfectly coherent waves
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Incoherent Light

! Most light sources (Sun, light bulbs, etc.) produce 
incoherent light
! Electrons in hot matter (hydrogen gas, tungsten filament) 

vibrate randomly and emit photons
! Photons from two electrons have no common phase
! Photons emitted from one electron at two different times 

have no common phase
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Laser

! Lasers produce (almost) coherent light

! Single wavelength
! No divergence

! All lasers work in a same principle
! Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation
! Stimulated emission proposed by Einstein in 1917
! First ruby laser in 1960 by T. Maiman
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Why Ruby is Red

! Ruby is Al2O3 crystal with small fraction of Cr2O3
! Cr3+ has an excited state at 1.79 eV above the ground state
! It can absorb/emit photons with hν = 1.79 eV
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Stimulated Emission

! When an excited Cr3+ ion is hit by a photon of right 
wavelength (694 nm), it emits another photon
! This is called stimulated emission

! Two photons are coherent – same phase, same wavelength
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Light Amplification

! Suppose a majority of Cr3+ in a ruby is excited
! Can be achieved by flashing strong blue light on it

! Send red light from one end
! Ground-state Cr3+ absorbs light
! Excited Cr3+ adds light by stimulated emission
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Resonant Cavity

! Lasing is enhanced by two mirrors
! Two ends are polished and coated with silver

! Light makes standing waves between mirrors
! More amplification as light goes through the rod many 

times over
! Only the light in the “right” direction gets enhancement

! Laser becomes highly directional
! Part of the light comes through the partially reflective end

Ruby rodfully reflective partially reflective



First Ruby Laser
100%-reflective
mirror Quartz flash tube

Ruby crystal

Laser beam95%-reflective
mirror

Polished aluminum
reflective cylinder

Switch

Power
supply



Lasers – Applications

! Lasers enabled wide range of applications
! Intensity and non-divergence are the most useful features

! Machining, communications, etc
! Coherence plays role in precision measurements

! Laser interferometers measure distances in ~nm

! As promised, we concentrate on curiosities
! Holography



Holography

! D. Garbor came up with the theory in 1947
! His demonstration was not great " laser not available yet

! Consider a point (e.g. electron) scattering laser light

Laser

Interference
pattern is

recorded on
a film



Holography

Laser

! After developing the film, shine the same laser on it
! Each “dark” spot absorbs light, white spot transmits
! N-body interference with uneven slit spacings

On next slides I will 
only draw the 
transmitted light, and 
use colors to show 
how they make 
wavefronts.



Note on N-Body Interference

! Wavefront generated by n-body interference is not 
always unique
! Example: 6-body interference with spacing d > λ.

Picking different
combinations of
rings gives three
distinct solutions.



Simple Reflection

! Obvious (and uninteresting) answer is plane waves.

Plane waves



Real Image

! Light focuses, then spreads from there.
! Creates a real image just like a converging lens.

If you observe the
light from this side,
it looks as if a
mirror image of the
object is there.



Virtual Image

! Light spreads spherically.
! Natural continuation of the “recorded” wavefront.

virtual
image

If you observe 
the light from
this side, it looks
as if the object
behind the film
is still there and
reflecting the
laser light



Holographic Images

! Light from a hologram has three components.

! We want to see the virtual image alone
! They can be separated by placing the laser at an angle

! The object does not have to be a point
! A little math can prove that it works with arbitrary shape

Plane waves Real image Virtual image



Real-World Holography

! Modern holograms are made using two beams.

laser

film

object

splitter

reference
beam

object
beam



Holography – Pros and Cons

! Holography records and recreates the entire waves 
reflected by the object
! The image looks 3-dimensional

! It’s monochromatic
! Color holography using 3 lasers and 3 films exists

! The film must record interference patterns of the size 
comparable to the wavelength
! Special holography films has very high resolution

! 3000 lines/mm compared with 90 for normal films
! They are also rather slow

! Small movement (~wavelength) ruins the result



Incoherent Light

! Light from incoherent sources are:
! Mixture of different wavelengths (colors) " White light
! Mixture of different polarizations " Unpolarized light

! Such light cannot make interference
! No single wavelength " No distinct phase

! But wait …
! We did see Newton’s rings with white light
! Anti-reflective coating does work for white light
! These are interference phenomena

! Real world is a bit more subtle than yes-or-no



Coherence Length

! White light contains all visible wavelengths
! λ = 400 nm – 700 nm # Not 0 to infinity
! For a very short distance d, the phase eikd is “close enough” 

to observe interference

! White light can be considered coherent within this distance, 
or about two wavelengths

! This is called coherence length of the white light
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Photon and Coherence

! Light is made of photons
! Each photon carries energy E = hν

! Imagine a photon with definite energy E
! It must have definite frequency " definite wavelength

! If this photon passes through, e.g., a thin film, will it 
show interference?
! If it’s a particle, how can it

stretch across the thickness
of the film?

Interference?

Will talk about
this on Thursday



Wave Packet

! In order to have a definite wavelength, the photon 
cannot have zero length
! It has to wiggle at least a few times…

! Consider a wave packet of length l, wavelength λ
! How “definite” is this wavelength?
! Looks like perfectly?

! We did Fourier transformation of
this wave packet in Lecture #11
! Do you still remember?

λ

l



Fourier Integral

! Wave packet in question is

! Fourier integral is
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Coherence Length

! Wavenumber k of a wave packet of length l has 
uncertainty

! Coherence is maintained over a distance d if the phase 
of ei∆kd doesn’t change too much.

! Makes sense: a photon (wave packet) can interfere with 
itself only across distance shorter than its length
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Wave packet’s coherence length is equal to its length



Coherence of Laser

! How coherent really is laser?
! Cannot be perfect

! Light does not continue infinitely

! What limits the coherence?
! Practical limits such as noise, vibration, misalignment
! Intrinsic limit: “length” of the standing waves in the cavity



Coherence Length of Laser

! Consider a 10 cm ruby rod, one end 100% reflective, 
the other end 95% reflective
! 5% of light escape at every turn " Light makes ~20 turns
! Standing wave in the rod means that the phase stays 

synchronized during these 20 turns
! 20 × 2 × 10 cm = 4 m
! Ruby has n = 1.77 " corresponds to 7 m in vacuum

! Most commercial lasers have coherence length of a 
few meter
! Much shorter for laser diodes



Summary

! Discussed coherence
! Laser = (almost) coherent light source
! Holography
! Coherence length of “incoherent” light
! Wave packet

! Real waves are neither fully coherent nor incoherent
! One can always use Fourier to find out
! Understanding when waves behave coherently (and when 

they don’t) is a key to mastering wave phenomena

! Next: Introduction to Quantum Mechanics
! How much QM can we do in 83 minutes?


